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Ever expanding needs for multi-dismantling machines. 
KOBELCO supports recycling resources from various types of waste.

Under the banners Use All and Fine Classification, the car-dismantling industry must be capable of 

fine-tuned processing to improve the resource recycling rate to as close to 100% as possible.

Based on over 30 years of experience and the results of thorough on-site research, KOBELCO is a 

pioneer in the car dismantling industry and has developed machines dedicated to car dismantling 

that meet customers' needs.

Car Dismantling MachinesCar Dismantling Machines
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Currently it is estimated that one scrap car contains as much as 80% to 90% of 
recyclable parts. Reusable parts can be sold as second-hand parts or replacement 
parts. Parts made of glass and plastic and those not for reuse can be recycled as 
raw materials.

The remaining pieces, though seemingly scrap, are potentially big profit makers.

Scrap cars are rich sources of raw materials. In addition to the resale of parts, 
careful handling and processing produces high values.

The key issue is how to retrieve as many resources as possible in the minimum 
possible time.

Take them to pieces. Scrap cars are treasure troves.

Copper

Photos show Japanese specifications. Model names, logos and decals are those used in Japan.Photos show Japanese specifications. Model names, logos and decals are those used in Japan.Photos show Japanese specifications. Model names, logos and decals are those used in Japan.

Among non-ferrous materials, value of recycled copper is 
ranked next to precious and rare metals.

Steel and
aluminum

Removing unnecessary parts such as harnesses and plastics 
adds value to steel and aluminum as recycled raw materials.
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High-pressure hot water cleaner Auto parts washer Cleaners of various types20 21

Hydraulic cutterJib crane 13

Petrol flame cutting machine

Lift Battery remover

Remove fluids such as fuel, 
various types of oil and 
chlorofluorocarbon gas.

Efficiently collect 
reusable parts 
such as tyres, 
doors and bonnets.

Clean the removed 
parts thoroughly. 
They become good 
quality recycled 
parts.

Turn the car over to 
safely collect engine, 
exhaust pipe and 
suspension parts.

After pre-processing, efficiently 
dismantle the scrap car and 
classify the pieces into raw 
materials such as ferrous and 
non-ferrous materials and 
plastics.

Collect reusable parts 
from engines.
Classify others into 
ferrous and 
non-ferrous materials 
for recycling.

After treating scrap 
cars, reduce the volume of scrap 
material to meet user needs.

3

6

Fuel remover

Pre-processing stage systemPre-processing stage systemPre-processing stage system

Chassis dynamometer

Put incoming vehicles on the tester 
to select engines in good condition.

1

14

7 8

19

5 Oil drain
12

Tyre changer

Airbag exhaust unitAirbag activator10

9

11

2

4 Fluid remover

15 Tyre pressure 
crusher/cutter
Tyre pressure 
crusher/cutter

* Products other than the multi-dismantling machine and vehicle flipping machine are made by other manufacturers.

Collecting Fuel, Fluids and Chlorofluorocarbon Gas

Parts Collection

Processes after Removing Parts

Volume Reduction Processes

Receiving and Evaluating Cars

Dismantling Process Flow Chart - How the Multi-Dismantling Machine Works.Dismantling Process Flow Chart - How the Multi-Dismantling Machine Works.Dismantling Process Flow Chart - How the Multi-Dismantling Machine Works.

Collecting Undercarriage Parts and Engines

Car Dismantling ProcessesEngine Dismantling Process

Cut up tires into 
small pieces.

C ELV ReverserELV ReverserELV Reverser

Multi-Dismantling Machine (SK135SR)A

A

B

 Multi-Dismantling Machine (SK135SR)
* For mini and compact cars
 Multi-Dismantling Machine (SK135SR)
* For mini and compact cars
 Multi-Dismantling Machine (SK135SR)
* For mini and compact cars

 Multi-Dismantling Machine (SK200)
* Standard-sized cars, large saloons and estate cars
 Multi-Dismantling Machine (SK200)
* Standard-sized cars, large saloons and estate cars
 Multi-Dismantling Machine (SK200)
* Standard-sized cars, large saloons and estate cars

Chlorofluorocarbon 
gas collection 
equipment

Wire harnesses 
contain copper which 
is a high value 
recycled material.

Pressing

Crushing

Cutting

ShredderShredder17 Scrap shearScrap shear18

Pressing machinePressing machine16
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Introduction of Recycling Equipment From JapanIntroduction of Recycling Equipment From JapanIntroduction of Recycling Equipment From Japan
This part of the catalogue introduces car dismantling machines 
and recycling equipment processes used in Japan.
* KOBELCO does not manufacture the products introduced here.

　Chassis dynamometer
Check engine performance of scrap cars.
Use the tester to check the engine performance before removing engines as parts. 
This process helps select engines in good condition.

1

　Pre-processing stage system
This system assists in safely removing fluids 
such as fuel and oil. It removes fluids both from 
above and below the engine compartment at 
the same time, reducing the process time.

2

　Fluid remover
The fluid remover uses a vacuum to quickly remove fluids from the 
reservoir tanks in the engine compartment.

4

　Chlorofluorocarbon gas collection equipment
This equipment collects chlorofluorocarbon gas quickly in a single 
operation.

6　Arm drain/oil drain
This is a useful tool to remove various types of oil from underneath. 
The oil receiver can move freely, enabling it to collect oil without spilling.

5

　Battery remover
This is a dedicated device to 
remove heavy batteries from narrow 
areas in engine compartments and 
transport them.

9　Tyre changer
The tyre changer separates the tyre from the 
wheel swiftly with no damage.

10

8

　 Airbag exhaust unit
This unit collects the exhaust gas 
generated in the passenger compartment 
when an airbag is activated.

11

　Fuel remover
The fuel remover drains the fuel from fuel tanks quickly and 
safely.

3

　Lift
Use the lift to remove parts. Various types of lift are available to suit the installation and process 
requirements.

7

Receiving and Evaluating Cars

Collecting Fuel, Fluids and Chlorofluorocarbon Gas

Parts Collection

　Airbag activator
This dedicated tool activates electric 
airbags separately and efficiently.
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Car Dismantling Processes

　Tyre pressure crusher/cutter
This recycling cutter efficiently crushes and 
cuts up tyres into pieces.

15

　Jib cranes with two-step arm
The jib crane is useful for removing heavy items such as 
engines.
The two step arm holds a hydraulic cutter.

12 　Hydraulic cutter
The hydraulic cutter easily cuts the bands that secure catalyzer tanks and fuel 
tanks on scrap cars.

13

　Petrol flame cutting machine
An extremely safe flame cutting machine uses petrol as fuel to cut thick steel 
plates while reducing running costs.

14

Collecting Undercarriage Parts and Engines

Volume Reduction Processes such as Pressing, Crushing and Cutting

Processes after Removing Parts

　High-pressure hot water cleaner
Used to clean the floor pan and collected parts. The cleaned parts 
become good quality recycled parts.

19

　Cleaners of various types
The cleaners remove dirt and foreign 
matter from the seats and floor mats.

　Auto parts washer
The auto parts washer generates high-pressure water jet to clean 
parts completely.
The washed parts become good quality recycled parts.

20

21

　Shredder
With a crusher mechanism rotating at high speed, the 
shredder cuts up scrap car bodies into small pieces.

17

　Auto pressing machine
After removing the engine, tyres and interior trim, 
this pressing machine presses a scrap car into a 
compact mass of metal.

16

18　Scrap shear
The scrap shear has a powerful 
thrust slide and ram head to push 
the scrap car further and deeper into 
the machine to compress it before 
cutting. Then, the slide holds the 
material while the blades cut it up.

* KOBELCO does not manufacture the products introduced here.



Multi-Dismantling Machine (with upper/lower, open/close clamp arms)
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Scrap Loader SK210LC/SK260LC/SK350LC/SK480LC

RE3000S/RE3000T/RE3000HC

Model

Oil pan

Hanger (with a gas or air hose reel)

Weight

 Output

 Voltage

 Rated rotational speed

Machine dimensions

 Maximum reverse angle

RE3000S

–

–

2,000 kg

W1,800xL4,980xH2,490 mm

RE3000T

○

–

3,000 kg

W5,000xL4,980xH2,490 mm

95°

RE3000H

○

○

3,300 kg

W5,000xL4,980xH2,900 mm

ELV Reverser

B

Capable of turning over various types of car as high as 1,796 mm.
It firmly holds the scrap car to ensure work safety while enabling 
workers to remove engines and suspension parts efficiently.
The oil pan, if fitted, does not allow residual oil to pollute the soil. 
It prevents vehicle tyres from being contaminated by oil and keeps 
floors clean.

Long booms and arms and various attachments are available that are useful for 
handling steel scraps at intermediate processing plants and harbours.
Typified by an elevator cab that efficiently and safely loads scrap on high-sided 
dump trucks, KOBELCO offers the most suitable machines, specifications and 
solutions based on its 25 years and more of experience in the scrap handling 
market in Japan.

Multi-functional machine capable of various processes
After pre-processing a scrap car, the multi-functional machine uses 
KOBELCO’s unique auto-rotating nibbler and a upper/lower, 
open/close clamp arms to wrench away, cut off and crush to pieces 
various parts such as engines, radiators and suspensions effectively 
and safely.
This machine raises productivity and promotes recycling.

Motor
7.5 kW {10.2 PS}

200/200/220 V (50 Hz/60 Hz/60 Hz)

1,440/1,730/1,740 min-1{rpm} (50 Hz/60 Hz/60 Hz)

* This product may not yet be marketed in some areas. Contact your nearest KOBELCO distributor 
for specifications and other details.

* This product may not yet be 
marketed in some areas. Contact 
your nearest KOBELCO distributor 
for specifications and other details.

A

For dismantling compact cars and engines
Trust KOBELCO’s 135SR and leave engine 
dismantling to it.
The 135SR quickly and surely detaches small 

electrical parts such as starter motors and 
dynamos, and removes the zinc parts from 

carburetors and separates crankcases from 
cylinder heads.

The SK135SR covers most processes for 
dismantling ordinary compact cars.

KOBELCO’s car dismantling machines provide 
a mechanized solution to dismantling scrap cars.
One KOBELCO car dismantling machine can carry out 
several dismantling processes.

KOBELCO’s car dismantling machines provide 
a mechanized solution to dismantling scrap cars.
One KOBELCO car dismantling machine can carry out 
several dismantling processes.

KOBELCO’s car dismantling machines provide 
a mechanized solution to dismantling scrap cars.
One KOBELCO car dismantling machine can carry out 
several dismantling processes.

Model

Operating weight

Nibbler Model

 Weight

 Opening width

 Cutting force (center)

Clamp arms Working height

 Opening width

kg

kg

mm

kN {tf}

mm

mm

SK200-8

1,960

1,850

28,400

KVE720PR

1,850

720

539{55}

28,650

KV800PR

2,100

800

882{90}

■Main Specifications

■Main Specifications

SK135SR

19,580

KHE750PR

940

745

255{26}

1,750

1,550
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